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Introduction
Black bitches generally pack some extra junk in their trunks, and at Black Booty Cream that's a real
good thing, because it leaves plenty of room for them rumps to get filled with extra large loads of black
man's splooge.  These sexy ebony sluts shake and jiggle their butts until a massive wad of cum covers
them!

Adult Review
There�s no use in going against what a power tripping black bitch wants.  If she tells you she wants a twat full of splooge,
then you better give it to her fast.  Black Booty Cream showcases big assed black babes getting their pussies stuffed with long
black cocks.  But these thugs are not allowed to pull out, instead they�re directed to shoot their loads deep inside these black
sistas wombs!<br />  <br />  The black babes and guys are so proud of these sex accomplishments, that they need to show off
their creampies to the whole porn world.  And there�s no better way for that to happen than being filmed in high definition. 
So expect to see every single exclusive video at Black Booty Cream in ultra-crisp 1280 x 720 WMV.  Smaller resolutions are
also available to download or stream, and don�t worry for a minute about losing your archive since the site does not use
DRM.  Most videos range between 30 and 40 minutes long each, and new updates are regularly being added every other
week.<br />  <br />  Tiffany Staxxx is a black babe with a thick booty that looks absolutely smacktastic!  Her tramp stamp
glistens as her bubble butt is rubbed with oil, and it jiggles magnificently as she bends herself over a bright red couch and
gets pumped from behind.  Her lucky stud isn�t finished with her snatch yet, so he throws her in a few different positions
before finishing up while on her side.  This allows for maximum pussy penetration and a really deep internal cumshot that
takes a full five seconds to seep out!<br />  <br />  And you can see that overflowing creampie and more in awesome 1280 x
851 resolution photos.  All Black Booty Cream pictures are shot in this high quality format, and the galleries are a great mix
of solo girl tease shots and hardcore pop shots!  You won�t miss a single pump since all galleries have at least 200 pictures,
with some even having a whole lot more.<br />  <br />  Everything that�s available to full monthly members can be
previewed for free.  The producers at Black Booty Cream are so confident that the ebony creampie porn they produce is the
best, that they offer a free short term trial membership where the entire members area is open for previewing.  Only a small
subset of the links is activated, and if you want to see it all then you�ll have to upgrade.<br />  <br />  But upgrading is a
no-brainer, especially when you see the 10 other creampie sites that make up the Cream Pimps network.  All of these sites
offer more exclusive high def pics and videos, and all cater to the internal cum shot fetish.  With regular updates and an easy
to use interface, this network will soon be one of the best XXX productions on the net!

Porn Summary
Black Booty Cream is a sexy new hardcore porn site that specializes in ebony sistas getting thug fucked and then creampied!  
And it's shot in HD which makes it one hell of a premium black ride!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'All Black Creampie Action And Internal Cumshot Videos!'
Quality: 92  Updates: 78 Exclusive: 88 Interface: 87
Support: 90 Unique: 83    Taste: 88        Final: 86

Porn Sites Included
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